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The Sky Wizard Installation Kit for Great Polaris Mounts is 
necessary for usage of the Sky Wizard Model 1, 2, or 3 or the 
Sky Wizard CTI on GP or GP-DX mounts. The installation kit 
contains all the necessary components to communicate 
motions of the mount to the Sky Wizard computer. 

Parts List 
1 R.A. encoder (has graduated hour scale)

1 Dec. encoder

1  Connecting cable

1  Plastic washer

1  Black metal ring

1  Spacing ring

1  Assembly diagram

Assembly
Refer to the included assembly diagram to attach the encod-
ers to the GP/GP-DX mount.

Once the encoders are attached, the only remaining assem-
bly is to link the encoders and the Sky Wizard computer with 
the connecting cable. Insert the cable’s 8-pin modular jack 
into the input receptacle on the Sky Wizard computer. The  
4-pin modular jack on the black lead of the cable goes into 
the input receptacle on the R.A. encoder, and the 4-pin 
modular jack on the white lead goes into the input receptacle 
on the Dec encoder. 

When not in use, the cable can be disconnected from the 
encoders and the Sky Wizard computer for storage. The 
encoders should stay attached to the mount.

Encoder Ratios
To initialize the Sky Wizard for the GP mount encoders, you 
must enter the INSTALL mode and input some settings. Turn 
the Sky Wizard on and press the MODE button twice. Use the 
UP and DOWN keys to scroll until INSTALL appears, and press 
the ENTER button. Scroll with the UP and DOWN keys until 
SCOPE GQ appears on the Sky Wizard’s LED display, then 
press ENTER. When the word SCROLL appears, you can 
input any number from 0 to 9; this determines how fast informa-
tion will scroll across the Sky Wizard’s LED screen. Use the UP 
and DOWN keys to select a number, then press ENTER.

Now, if you have Sky Wizard Model 1, input +03000 for the R 
encoder and then +03000 for the D encoder when prompted 
to do so. Use the UP and DOWN and ENTER keys to do this.

If you have Sky Wizard Model 2, input +0.6827 for the 1 encod-
er and +0.6827 for the 2 encoder when prompted to do so. 

For Sky Wizard Model 3, the word CHART will now appear. 
You can choose either SA or UA; if you choose SA, the Sky 
Wizard will give the Sky Atlas 2000.0 chart number for the 
object selected in the CATALOG mode, and if you choose 
UA, the Uranometria chart number will be displayed. Use the 
UP and DOWN keys to select, and press ENTER. Now, input 
+03000 for the AZ encoder and +03000 for the AL encoder 
when prompted. 

After all the necessary information is entered, the word 
INSTALL will appear again. The Sky Wizard is now initialized 
for the GP mount and is ready to be used. You will not need 
to go through the INSTALL mode again, as the Sky Wizard 
computer will retain the GP mount settings in its memory, 
even if it is turned off. Refer to the manual that comes with 
the Sky Wizard computer for detailed instructions on its use. 
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